Our Experience
At Exeter International we have been creating memories and crafting custom-designed journeys for 27 years.
We are a team of specialists committed to providing the best travel experiences in our destinations. Each of
our experts has either travelled extensively on reconnaissance trips, or has lived in their area of expertise, giving
us unparalleled first-hand knowledge. Because we focus on specific parts of the globe, we return to the same
destinations many times, honing our experience over the years.
Knowledgeable Up-to-the-Minute Local Information
We are best placed to give you advice about traveling to Europe and beyond; from logistics and new protocols
in museums, hotels and restaurants in each country. We are here to expertly guide you through the new normal
in travel.
Original Custom Programs, Meticulously Planned
Our experts speak your language both literally and culturally. Our advice and recommendations are impartial,
honest, and always have the individual in mind. We save valuable time in pre-trip research and focus on
developing experiences that enrich and enhance your experience. Once on your journey you will have complete
peace of mind with our local 24-hour contact person who is on hand to coordinate any changes in your program
or help you in the case of any emergency.
Hand-Selected Guides
We know that guides are one of the most important components of any travel experience. That is why we only
use local experts who have a history of working with our guests and whom we know personally. We are
extremely particular in selecting our guides and are confident that they will be one of the most memorable
aspects of any of our trips.
Flexible Deposit
We prepay deposits for services so we can access the top guides, the best drivers and maintain preferred
partnerships with our partner hotels. Our deposit to confirm services is 25% of the total trip cost. We want
you to feel confident to book but also know that we are sensitive to current circumstances. Therefore, 15% of
this deposit is refundable up to 31 days prior to departure if you are unable to travel for any reason. 10% of
the deposit will be retained as a future travel credit for up to 3 years. Future travel will be priced at prevailing
rates. If it is determined that you are unable to travel within 31 days of the start of services, all deposits paid
will be converted to a future travel credit, less nonrefundable funds committed on your behalf and tickets such
as train or theater tickets. This credit may also be applied to our sister travel companies: Almaz Journeys and
Exeter Safari Company.
Financial Stability
We are proud to be recognized by Allianz Insurance on their list of covered travel suppliers to give you
additional peace of mind.

Arrival into Venice You will be met by your private driver, who will be waiting for you just outside of customs,
after you pick up your luggage.
Your drive today is just approximately four hours to Rovinj. Along the way, you can stop in the town of Porec,
where a local guide will meet you.
An extremely important town during Roman times, it was later sacked by the Goths, conquered by the
Byzantines, and gifted to the Patriarchate of Aquilia by the Franks. During medieval times, it opted for Venetian
rule but again faced attack from the Genoese and the Austrians not to mention being inundated by plague and
pirates! The tumult of influences has resulted in one of the most beautiful destinations on the Istrian peninsula,
splitting at the seams with its fascinating history.
Your guide will take you on a visit to the famous Basilica of Euphrasius. This magnificent church dates back to
the 6th Century AD and some of the original mosaics still exist inside its walls. Decorated in Byzantine fashion,
all the mosaics are on an exquisite gold background and beautiful Greek marble columns support the walls. The
Basilica was added to the list of UNESCO World Heritage Sites in December 1997.
Continue on to Rovinj and enjoy your evening at leisure.
Arrival Transfer; Guide (3 Hours)
Monte Mulini

This morning your guide will meet you in your hotel lobby for a stroll into town. Today you’ll have an
introduction to Rovinj. Your guide will take you to visit the Church of St. Euphemia. The Venetian Baroque
structure dominated the Old Town center of Rovinj and is dedicated to St. Euphemia, the patron saint of the
city.
Afterward, you will drive to the ferry port to meet one of the boats to the island of Brijuni. The Brijuni
archipelago is made up of 14 islands, some of which have been inhabited since Paleolithic times. In antiquity and
the Middle Ages, the islands were mainly known for their quarries, the stone of which was used to build many
of the buildings and bridges in Venice. Later, the Austrians fortified some of the larger islands to support their
naval base in Pula. It was not until the 19th century that the islands’ potential for tourism was realized. A Viennese
entrepreneur bought the whole archipelago and developed an exclusive resort with hotels, restaurants, a casino,
and a marina which became the playground for European and American celebrities and aristocrats. After the
Second World War, Josip Broz Tito, the leader of communist Yugoslavia, declared the island a restricted zone
and made it his summer residence. It was only after his death that the Brijun Island was opened to visitors as a
national park. Today you will explore the island via private golf cart.
On the western coast of the island, you may see the extensive ruins of a Byzantine castle complex as well as
those of a Roman villa from the 1st century. You will also see the fenced-off White Villa – a former Venetian
residence which was restored in the early 18th century and again in the 1950s to become the summer mansion
of Marshal Tito during his reign as the president of the former Yugoslavia. Tito used this villa to receive various
foreign dignitaries and delegations and many formal receptions and important events took place here. Among
the island museum’s best exhibits is the ‘Tito on Brijni’ which features a huge collection of photos of the former
Yugoslav leader and offers an insight into the life and political career of this Communist dictator.
Vehicle & Driver (4 - 5 Hours); Guide (6 Hours)
Monte Mulini

Today, embark with your guide and driver on a tour of the beautiful towns and villages of Istria. The interior of
Istria is very different from its coast.
Exeter International Extraordinary Experience
In the center of the north Istria, 1,140 feet above sea-level you will visit the tiny village of Roč famous for their
beautiful 11th century frescoes. Here you will meet Hari, an art teacher who holds the key to the local church.
He will tell you all about the frescoes and then, after plying you with some local cherry grappa, will teach you
how to paint your own!
Afterward, visit the artist colony of Groznjan. This hilltop town was all but deserted after WWII until being
revitalized as a place for artists. This is also a favorite of musicians, as the International Cultural Centre of Young
Musicians has its seat here. You will have time to wander the twisting streets, filled with shops from local artisans,
or perhaps to take in an impromptu music or drama performance in the main square.
As time allows, you can also visit the town of Motovun. Motovun is an excellent example of the ancient townships
that dotted the Istrian peninsula. It’s worth the long trek up to the top of the hill. Motovun is a medieval city
that dates back to the 12th century and remains completely original and intact due to its hill-top location and
walled fortifications.
Exeter International Extraordinary Experience
This afternoon your guide and driver will take you to one of the leading, family-owned vineyards of Istria for a
private wine and olive oil tasting.
Vehicle, Driver & Guide (8 Hours)
Monte Mulini

This morning, meet your driver and guide and then head to the town of Pula. Pula became famous under the
Romans during the 2nd century BCE and became an Episcopal seat during the 5th century. It was ransacked by
the Ostrogoths but regained power under the Byzantines as a naval port during the 6th and 7th centuries. It fell
into decline until the Austro-Hungarians gained power and established their naval fleet here. The ancient
barracks of the Austro-Hungarian Empire still house Croatia’s naval forces.
Upon arrival, your guide will take you on a walking tour of Pula. You will start at the historic center of the city
at its most famous landmark, the Pula Amphitheater, which dates back to the 1st century – one of the bestpreserved Roman amphitheaters in the world. Today it is Pula’s main cultural venue and is known for its music
and film festivals.
Continue to visit the Golden Door at the Temple of Augustus, built between 2 BCE and 14 CE, which is
dedicated to the goddess Roma and the emperor Augustus. You will also see the City Hall with its blend of
architectural styles, the Hercules Gate and the fragments of the city walls, as well as the Forum, the central
square of classical and medieval Pula.
Exeter International Extraordinary Experience
This afternoon your guide and driver will take you to the tiny village of Bale, not far from the Adriatic. Today
your destination is the Relais & Chateau Villa Meneghetti, known for its vineyards and olive oil. This gorgeous
estate is your stop today for a wine tasting of local specialties followed by a light luncheon. While parents are
enjoying a wine tasting, kids can enjoy some time in the villa’s pool.
Afterwards, head back to Rovinj and the rest of the afternoon is at leisure.
Vehicle, Driver & Guide (6 Hours)
Monte Mulini

Enjoy your last morning at leisure in Rovinj. Upon check-out time, your driver will meet you for your drive to
Plitvice Lakes. The duration today is approximately four hours.
Your destination today is a new rustic-luxury resort located in the heart of Plitvice Lakes National Park. You
are surrounded by forest and plains and the resort is made up of traditional wooden houses.
If you get an early start today, you can get a head start on exploring Croatia’s most famous national park. Some
of the activities offered by your resort include Nordic walking, trekking, archery and more. Your driver will give
you your multi-day national park tickets.
Vehicle & Driver (4 Hours)
Fenomen Plitvice Lakes

This morning, you have private park guide to take you through Plitvice Lakes National Park—one of the most
spectacular national parks in the whole of Croatia.
The park is located in the very heart of the country, where an area of over 100 square miles is covered with
lakes, waterfalls, and forest, now protected as a UNESCO World Heritage. It contains 16 lakes, separated by
natural dams, which can be explored on foot. In addition, electric buses and boats take visitors around the area
following fixed routes.
The lakes are famous for their distinctive colors, ranging from azure to green, grey or blue, and which change
constantly depending on the concentration of minerals or micro-organisms in the water and the angle of the
sunlight. The whole plateau is densely forested, featuring a mixture of Alpine and Mediterranean vegetation, and
is the home to a variety of animal and bird species.
Please note that all of the touring at the Plitvice Lakes National Park is on foot and involves walking on uneven paths and
surfaces. Please wear comfortable footwear.
This afternoon, meet your driver for your transfer to Split.
National Park Guide (3 Hours); Vehicle & Driver (3 Hours)
Briig

This morning, meet your guide to explore the cities of Split and Trogir, including the ancient Diocletian Palace
and sites from Game of Thrones
Begin with a short drive to Trogir - a treasury of cultural and historical monuments dating as far back as the 4th
Century BC. Set on a small island just off the mainland, Trogir was first settled by the ancient Greeks, before
falling under the Romans and later the Byzantines. Destroyed by the Saracens and abandoned in the 12th
Century, thanks to its strategic location the town was soon revived and became an artistic and cultural center
under the Austro-Hungarians and later the Venetians. Listed as a UNESCO World Heritage site, Old Town
Trogir is surrounded by a fortress wall with two gates and is connected to the mainland by a bridge.
Your guide will show you the Gradska loza (the Old City Hall) from the 15th Century, the city walls, and the
Kamerlengo Castle, which was once the residence of the Venetian governor. On the seaside of the island, you
may see the Sea Gate, which was built in the 16th Century, and the nearby old fish market, located in an open
loggia, surrounded by a colonnade.
Before heading back to Split, stop by the medieval fortress of Klis. It has a long, 2000-year history, but is,
perhaps, best known from season four of Game of Thrones. It’s where Daenerys overthrows the Meereen.
Your guide will show you the Game of Thrones filming sites.
Diocletian’s Palace, facing onto the Split harbor, is one of the most impressive Roman architectural monuments
in the world and is protected as a UNESCO Heritage Site. The Roman Emperor Diocletian, noted for his
persecution of early Christians, was a native of nearby Salona before rising through the Roman military ranks to
be eventually crowned emperor by his legions. He ruled for 20 years before abdicating and retiring to this palace.
After his death, the palace was abandoned until the 7th century when refugees from the surrounding areas,
fleeing foreign invasions, sought shelter within the palace’s protective walls. In the following centuries, the
population outgrew its capacity and the town sprawled outside the walls. Today, Split is a major port and
industrial center, as well as a perfect base for day trips to nearby attractions.
You will have the chance to explore with your Exeter guide the more than 200 buildings within the boundaries
of the Diocletian Palace complex, many of which are still homes, while others house cafes, restaurants, and
shops. Like a typical Roman fort, in its original form the palace had a square layout and was surrounded by a

thick wall with gates and watchtowers. Some of the best-preserved sites you can visit are the Vestibule, the
Temple of Jupiter, the Peristyle, and Diocletian’s Mausoleum – now the Cathedral of St. Dominus.
Your guide will also point out Game of Thrones sites as you’re walking.
Vehicle & Driver (4 Hours); Guide (6 Hours)
Briig

Exeter International Extraordinary Experience
This morning, meet your skipper and guide for a trip to Vis Island and Bisevo. Your day begins with a two-hour
cruise on your yacht through the Adriatic. Vis is the most outer-lying large Croatian island in the Adriatic Sea.
Its turbulent history dates all the way back to the Neolithic times, through the period of Ancient Greece and to
the time when Venice was governing the island.
Begin by experiencing the beauty of the Blue Cave on Bisevo Island. This tiny island is just about 5 nautical miles
from Vis and it’s known for its Blue Cave, very much reminiscent of the one on the island of Capri. Only official
boats can take you inside, so your skipper will get you in line for this. When it’s your turn to enter you will be
able to spend five in the cave (on an official boat) before departing.
You can then head to the island of Vis. One of the reasons for Vis' uniqueness lies in its 500 years of isolation
as a military island where time has essentially stopped. Today, Vis’ exclusiveness lies in the island itself; its
untouched nature and the people that haven't been exposed to over-commercialization but who are hospitable
in an authentic, "native" way.
Komiža is the second largest town on the island of Vis. About 1500 people live in the village. The first written
documents originated from the twelfth century. It’s the first place that was visited by Pope Alexander III in
1177. Until recently, the village of Komiza was supported by the efforts of fisherman and, to a lesser extent,
agriculture. Tens of thousands of descendants of Komiza have pioneered fishing communities along the west
coast of the United States – from tuna fisheries of the south to salmon in the north.
As time allows, have a relaxing swim at the Stiniva beach on Vis, often considered one of the most beautiful in
Europe.
Boat, Skipper & Guide (8 Hours)
Briig

This afternoon, your driver will take you on an approximately 45-minute ride along the Dalmatian coast to the
Cetina River Valley.
Today you will meet your private guide for a zipline adventure. After getting outfitted and some instructions,
you will have eight ziplines with lengths of up to 2000 feet and heights of up to 500 feet off the ground. While
you’re ziplining you will have gorgeous views of the Cetina River canyon. Note: ziplining has weight restrictions.
Vehicle & Driver (4 Hours); Zipline Guide (2 Hours)
Briig

Exeter International Extraordinary Experience
This morning, your driver will meet you for the short drive to meet your skipper where you will board your
private motorboat for the transfer to Hvar Town on Hvar Island. Pack a day-bag of swimsuits, water shoes,
towels and, most importantly, sunscreen!
Your first stop today is the town of Hvar, where you’ll disembark for a bit of exploration. Your private guide
will meet you for an off-road tour of Hvar including some of the spots rarely visited by tourists. Your exploration
of the island will include historic villages, a journey up to the island’s highest point for sweeping views and a stop
for a traditional local lunch, payable locally.
After returning to the town of Hvar, meet your skipper and explore some of the coast of Hvar as well as the
neighboring Pakleni Islands. These islands face the town of Hvar and are uninhabited and mostly woodlands.
They feature a myriad of small secluded beaches. You can stop as you desire for swimming or snorkeling.
Boat & Skipper (8 Hours); Off-road Driver-Guide (4 Hours)
Briig

This morning, your private driver will meet you in the hotel lobby to take you south along the Dalmatian coast
toward Dubrovnik. You will cross the border into Bosnia-Herzegovina, which, together with Croatia, was once
part of the Yugoslav Federation.
Early this afternoon you will reach enchanting Mostar, the unofficial capital of Herzegovina, which is situated on
the Neretva River. Mostar was named after its famous UNESCO-protected Old Bridge (Stari Most) and the
towers on its sides, known as the ‘bridge keepers’ (mostari). Before its destruction during the Bosnian war in
1993, people from around the world came to see the 500-year old bridge, a trend which now continues after it
was rebuilt in 2004 and again connects the banks of the Neretva River.
Upon arrival in Mostar, your local guide will meet you and will take you on an overview walking tour of Mostar’s
Old Town (it is largely pedestrian-only). You will, of course. walk along the Old Bridge and to Mostar’s cobbled
Ottoman Quarter, which houses the city’s artists and craftsmen, as well as beautiful 16th – century mosques,
museums and cafes. It is believed that before the Ottomans occupied this region in the 15th century, Mostar
was only a small settlement with a suspension bridge over the river. Thanks to its strategic location, Mostar
soon became an important Ottoman military and administrative center. In the following centuries, the town
grew and prospered from the trade with the nearby Dubrovnik. At the end of the 19th century, the AustroHungarians briefly annexed Bosnia and Herzegovina and some examples of Viennese architecture still can be
seen around Old Town.
Continue this afternoon with your journey to Dubrovnik. Upon arrival, your driver will take you to your
stunning, seaside hotel. The remainder of your evening is at leisure.
Vehicle & Driver (8 Hours); Guide (3 Hours)
Excelsior

This morning, your guide will meet you at your hotel for an overview walking tour of the historic center of
Dubrovnik, which is protected as a UNESCO Heritage site, along with the neighboring island of Lokrum.
Begin by taking a public ferry to Lokrum, a small island located just from across from Dubrovnik’s Old Town.
Today it is a special forestry reserve under UNESCO protection. Lokrum is also the exotic and mysterious
venue of many legends and stories. A small lake on the island called Mrtvo More (Dead Sea) is a must-see. You
can walk to the highest point of Lokrum, the elevation with the star-shaped Fort Royal, built by the French in
1806. The place offers a magnificent view of the Dubrovnik, Cavtat and the islands. Today you’ll visit all the
spots from season 2 of Game of Thrones.
Afterward, head back to Dubrovnik’s main square, the Loggia Loza, situated at the eastern extremity of the
Stradun—the centuries-old promenade which runs through the walled city from East to West. You can visit all
the spots where Game of Thrones was filmed including the city walls, Lovrijenac fortress (evil exploits of King
Joffrey) and the Rector’s Palace. Your guide won’t just focus on Game of Thrones but will also tell you some
of Dubrovnik’s long and important history. Make sure to see the Franciscan monastery of the “Order of Minor
Friars” which includes one of the three oldest pharmacies in Europe, still serving customers. Part of the
Franciscans’ mission was to take care of the health of the local residents, so they opened the pharmacy in 1317
and it has been in operation ever since. The monastery contains numerous medieval pharmacists’ tools and
medical books which belonged to the English kings’ physicians, as well as 10th-Century manuscripts.
If you are interested, and if time allows you may take a walk atop the fortress walls surrounding the Old Town.
Just over a mile long, this stroll usually takes about an hour and will help you get your bearings and enjoy the
splendid views of the historic Dubrovnik and the sea. The fortification includes several bastions, the tallest of
which is the Minceta Tower, located just near the Pile gate in the north-western part of the town.
Note: All touring today is on foot on cobblestones. Please wear appropriate footwear.
Guide (6 Hours)
Excelsior

Exeter International Extraordinary Experience
This morning, your skipper will meet you for a full-day private tour on a private boat of Sipan and Kobas on
Peljesac Peninsula. These two islands are part of the beautiful Elaphite archipelago dotted with pine forests,
picturesque villages and bays.
Lopud offers some of the finest examples of medieval architecture – fortresses, monasteries, churches and
Rector’s Palace with valuable paintings by masters of the Dubrovnik school. Your guide will show you the main
sites and then you can enjoy the island’s promenade at your leisure.
Next, you will visit the largest of the Elaphite islands – Sipan – that has been inhabited since the days of the
ancient Roman Empire. The island was renowned for its wineries and in the 15-th and 16-th century many noble
families from Dubrovnik built their summer homes here.
Today is a day for swimming, enjoying nature and the calm waters of the Adriatic!
Yacht & Skipper (8 Hours)
Excelsior

This morning meet your guide and driver the short journey to Trsteno. Today’s destination is the arboretum.
This is the oldest renaissance garden in Dalmatia and it now features many ancient stone sculptures and
fragments. You can explore a bit of the historical gardens which were used as the King’s Landing palace gardens.
Afterward, head deeper into the Peljesac Peninsula, which, similar to other coastal settlements, was first
colonized by the Greeks, later by the Romans and Byzantines, and in the Middle Ages often changed hands
between the Venetian and Ragusan Republics. It is best known for its vineyards featuring Plavac Mali.
Exeter International Extraordinary Experience
Today’s destination is one of our favorite family-owned vineyards. Today you will have a private tour and tasting
of the best of the region.
This afternoon head back to Dubrovnik and enjoy your last day at your leisure.
Vehicle, Driver & Guide (4 Hours)
Excelsior

Today after check-out, meet your private driver for your transfer to the airport and your flight onward.
Departure Transfer

Cost of the Program: Inquire for pricing.
Accommodations
Rovinj
Two Connecting Executive Rooms for 4 night(s) at the Hotel Monte Mulini; tax and breakfast
included.
This new hotel is without a doubt the best in Rovinj, a charming and popular town on the Istrian Peninsula.
Hidden in a centuries-old Zlatni Park forest and right on the Lone Bay, the hotel is a 20-minute walk to the city’s
center. With its 113 rooms and suites, Zen spa with a pool, and several saunas, it is the perfect base to relax
for a few days or to explore the Istrian Peninsula.
All rooms feature private balconies, satellite television, and air-conditioning. Bathrooms are generous in size and
most feature dual sinks, separate bath and shower, and luxurious amenities. Hotel amenities include indoor and
outdoor swimming pools, tennis courts, a basketball court, restaurants, bars, and a wine cellar.
Executive Rooms: Executive Rooms offer approximately 400 square feet and can accommodate one king bed
or two twin beds. Rooms on higher floors feature a balcony with a partial view of the sea.
Plitvice
Suite Deluxe for 1 night at the Fenomen Plitvice; tax and breakfast included.
This tranquil and small resort is situated within the Plitvice Lakes National Park. It offers several luxurious
wooden suites and lodges that allow guests to connect with nature, while still enjoying all the modern comforts.
There is one restaurant on site that serves contemporary Croatian cuisine using fresh, local ingredients. The
restaurant features a wine list with various domestic and international selections as well.
At Plitvice Fenomen Resort various outdoor activities are offered, as well as a facility for sports and recreational
activities with a sauna and jacuzzi.
Suite Deluxe: These oversized rooms feature approximately 400 square feet of space and have a king bed plus
a rollaway. The room has a small sitting area and many have fireplaces.

Split
Adjacent Deluxe Panorama View Rooms for 5 night(s) at the Briig Boutique Hotel; tax and breakfast
included.
The Briig Boutique hotel, located centrally in Split, is a boutique hotel that boasts a distinctive concept,
integrating Mediterranean living with contemporary architecture. Situated across from the only sandy beach in
Split, the hotel has 62 spacious, contemporarily furnished rooms. There are 15 rooms on each floor, and 6
rooms feature wall-to-wall panoramic windows. All rooms have a magnificent sea view to the south and a green
park view to the north. On the top floor, you will find the deluxe rooms and two luxurious apartments with a
terrace and jacuzzi.
The restaurant on property, the Median, offers international cuisine which you can enjoy inside or on the terrace.
There is also the BarCaffeBar, that serves local drinks as well as world brands that you can enjoy on the green
terrace or in the Cigar Room.
The spa is located on the top floor and offers a gym, sauna, rooftop pool, and massage rooms.
Deluxe Panoramic View Rooms: Offering approximately 366 square feet of space and accommodating a
king size bed, these rooms feature a wall-to-wall panoramic window, giving them magnificent panoramic views
of the city, park, or the sea. Bathrooms have either a walk-in shower or a bathtub.
Dubrovnik
Two Connecting Deluxe Rooms in Villa Odak for 4 night(s) at the Hotel Excelsior Dubrovnik; tax
and breakfast included.
With a total of 158 rooms and suites, the Excelsior is located just a few steps from the Dubrovnik Old Town
and overlooks the Adriatic Sea. First opened in 1913, the hotel was completely refurbished and renovated
recently. This is the closest cliff-side hotel to the Old Town and many rooms offer superb views of the Adriatic
and the quintessential view of Old Town Dubrovnik. These are the newest luxury rooms in Dubrovnik.
Rooms in the Tower feature clean lines and contemporary décor. Rooms in the former royal Villa Odak feature
more traditional décor.
Besides its prime location, it also features 4 restaurants, an excellent, and a freshwater pool.
Deluxe Room Odak: Deluxe Rooms have approximately 310 square feet of space and feature a sea view and
balcony. Bedding can be either two twins or a king bed. Their new design features a nice mix of the traditional
architectural features of Villa Odak along with clean modern lines and wood floors.

Meals
No meals included, other than breakfast as described above. Your final documents will include our top
recommendations. Your guides will recommend restaurants that fit your exact needs daily.

Services

Private vehicle, driver and guide at your service as described. The timing for each day is noted in your program.
Exeter International’s local offices are available for your assistance 24 hours per day while you are traveling. Our
local staff may also assist you with restaurant reservations and purchasing of additional theater and museum
tickets at your request.

Transportation
Transportation is included as noted. Unless otherwise noted, all transfer service is with a driver only, not a
guide. In general, drivers have limited English-speaking skills. Timing for each day is noted in your program.
Guides
Hand chosen for their knowledge on local history, art & architecture. Guides are at your disposal as noted in
your itinerary.
Tickets
All entrance tickets as described in the program.

Exeter International Travel Information

BAGGAGE
The vehicles reserved for your itinerary can accommodate up to two medium-sized suitcases per person. If you
intend to travel with additional luggage, please advise your travel consultant so appropriate arrangements may
be made. In general, we schedule a sedan for parties of two, a minivan for parties of three to four and a minibus
for parties of five or more.
SIGHTSEEING
Sightseeing arrangements have been made with your special interests in mind. Your drivers and guides are at
your disposal as indicated in the itinerary. Within those time and mileage guidelines, you are free to modify
your program as you please. Should you require additional time or mileage, the costs will be quoted on request
and may be paid for locally in the local currency or U.S. Dollars.
Every effort has been made to confirm that scheduled sightseeing venues will be open at the time you plan to
visit them. However, individual estates, museums, gardens and other points of interest can change their hours
of operation at short notice. In the event that a particular attraction is closed on the day or time of your visit,
your guide will offer alternative arrangements or rearrange your sightseeing to accommodate these unexpected
events.
OPTIONAL EXPENSES
Charges for extra meals, transport, sightseeing services or other optional additions to your established itinerary
are your responsibility and must be paid locally in the local currency.
GRATUITIES
Gratuities are not included in your tour price and are at your own discretion. Please see your final documents
for tipping suggestions.
DINING WITH YOUR GUIDE
On days when dinner and lunch costs have not been included in your itinerary (or in your tour cost), you may,
at your discretion, choose to invite your guide to dine with your party. You are under no obligation to do so
but, if you do extend such an invitation, the guide is your guest and you will be responsible for the cost of his/her
meal.
REFUNDS
We regret that refunds cannot be issued for arrangements confirmed on your itinerary but unused once your
tour has begun.

INSURANCE
Exeter International strongly recommends the purchase of travel insurance to protect your investment. You
will find insurance costs noted on your invoice and insurance coverage information in your original booking
packet.
PRICES AND ARRANGEMENTS
The tour price includes planning, handling and operational charges. Rates are quoted in US Dollars on the current
rate of exchange and tariff as of 2021. Exeter International reserves the right to increase tour prices to cover
increased costs, tariffs and taxes, and to reflect fluctuations in foreign exchange markets. Devaluation of a foreign
currency will be weighed against any tariff increases imposed. Exeter International does not breakdown costs
involved in any Small Group or Individual Travel Program.

All arrangements are subject to availability and modification if necessary.
Prices are subject to change if necessary, until paid in full.

Exeter International
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